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Subject: Against ebaylpaypal monopoly 

To the ACCC, 
I am AGAINST ebays company paypal monopoly in Australia, and, for that matter, 
anywhere else in the world. 

I have read the eBay notification and their submissions to the ACCC about 
exclusive dealing. I have also read many submissions against the proposed 
conduct and the ACCC's draft notice of revocation. 

I agree with the ACCC1s draft notice as I believe eBayls proposed conduct 
would decrease competition and not have an overall public benefit 

Point #1 
Ebay advertises for Paypal on the ebay site stating: 
"Want quicker delivery? Pay with Paypal" 

Never have ebay or paypal conversed with sellers (or buyers) about the quickness of 
delivery of goods. How can they offer quicker delivery without consulting with the 
person who does the deliverying??? 

They have created animosity and confusion between sellers and buyers, as to when to 
send goods.. . .. when funds reach a sellers paypal account, or when funds reach the 
sellers personal Australian account. 

In essence, the buyer does pay instantly when paying into a sellers paypal account, as 
the buyers money is instantly taken out of hisher personal account. 

But, CONTRARY to the buyer paying instantly, the seller does not have USEABLE* 
access to the money in hislher paypal account for the cost of delivery of goods, which 
was sent by the buyer for this purpose. The seller is.. able to transfer the 'promised' 
money into hislher personal account, but this takes anywhere from between 3-7 
**days, under nolrmal circumstances, to be accessable (useable) by the seller, for 
payment of delivery of goods. 

Please note this copy and paste below, from the paypal web site whilst making a 
withdrawal from the paypal account to my personal account, where Paypal state the 
amount of time it will take for the funds to show up in a personal bank account.. . 

*- 

The funds sent to a seller, via paypal, for the purpose of posting a buyers item, is not 
in an instant useable form in Australia. 



As shown above in the copy and paste, it takes 5-7 working days to show and be used 
in a useable form in Australia. Please also note.. . that $1 .OO fee has been taken 
because my withdrawal was under $150.00 This $1 .OO is on top of another fee already 
taken out by paypal. The shown amount includes two transactions and two postage 
amounts, which have already had taken out, two fees, part thereof, being paid on the 
buyers postage amount. This is not to mention two ebay listing fees, and two ebay end 
of auction (FVF Final Value Fee) fees. 
On one transaction alone, a seller can be slugged four separate fees on a small or 
larger ticket item. 
An unadvertised by paypal or ebay, micro account can be opened up in paypal, but 
funds have to be under $10.00 and a separate account opened, to be able to use. 
Smaller fees still apply. Usually not a feasible thing, as not many people deal in items 
under $10.00, and besides, even if they did, postage amounts added to the item price, 
tip the scales over the $1 0.00 mark, making the micro account useless. 

Ebay are advertising on its website, for paypal "Want quicker delivery? Pay with 
paypal" 

When a buyer sends an Australian Money Order via Australia Post, it normally takes 
2 days to arrive, sometimes, if in the same state, it will arrive overnight, seller then 
normally posts within 24 hours. This takes at best 24 hours, at most, 3 days!!! 

When a buyer pays via bank deposit, it takes 24 hours to arrive in the sellers personal 
account. Seller posts within 24 hours. Item dispatched within 2 days 

Variations on this, is when a buyer and seller have the same bank account, thereby 
funds received by the seller via internet banking, are in actual fact INSTANT! ! ! Seller 
can send within 24 hours (1 day) 

OR when a buyer pays physically direct into a sellers personal bank account, the 
funds show in an INSTANT!! ! Seller can send within 24 hours (I day) 

If a buyer uses these last three payment options, the seller can act in sending buyers 
iternls faster than if helshe was paid via paypal. Paypal taking at best 3 days to arrive 
in a sellers personal bank account and then taking another 24 hours to dispatch. Total 
at best is 4 days. 

Thereby making paypal the slower option as far as ebaylpaypals advertised claim, 
alluding to faster delivery, by stating "Want quicker delivery? Pay with paypal" 

Point #2 
Ebay have been HIDING sellers bank details, and pushing paypal onto the buyer. And 
have been constantly using different strategies to do so. 
I have had many people message me, saying that they cannot find my bank details. Or 
if not willing to write to me for my details, they just pay via paypal. 

When listing an item to sell on ebay (writing up your advertisement), there was an 
option for sellers to show their bank details (click a tick in one box). Then, without 
warning, ebay made it a two step process to enable buyers to access sellers bank 
details (seller's had to click a tick in two boxes). Most sellers did not know that their 



bank details were not showing up, having not realized that two boxes had to be 
checked (ticked) now. 
Now, sellers bank details cannot be accessed by buyers unless they use 'checkout' (a 
message sent to buyers requesting total, which most do not use, due to being so 
complicated, and if the seller sends an invoice straight away, they do not need to use 
anyway!) and even if they do use this, paypal is still pushed onto them on the screen 
that they open when wanting information to pay, with sellers bank details hidden off 
screen, having to scroll down the page to find a link only (and then if they do! Sellers 
bank details are usually not there, due to seller not knowing about clicking on two 
boxes to show bank details when going through the process of listing their item). All 
the while, buyers are being told with messages from ebay, that they do not condone 
any other method of payment other than paypal, and that it was unsafe to pay any 
other way other than paypal, putting the fear factor into them. Swaying their minds. 
By not giving them the full facts about all payment options, and making it hard for the 
buyer to make their own personal choice anyway! ! ! 

Ebaylpaypal are pushing propaganda! 
Ebaylpaypal are being underhanded in hiding my bank details with no conversing 
with me. 

I have a hand written note from one of my buyers, hand written on a printed out 
invoice from her computer dated 17/04/2008, sent to me with a Money Order, stating, 
and I quote.. . 
"on checkout (ebay) payment details I've noticed keeps its paypal info in a payment 

details box. It is only rectified to your details, ie bank or and address details after I 
have to email you requesting info - noticed this over the last 2 weeks - a push by 
ebay to select paypal!???! Signed" 

I myself, have had to message my seller, for them to send me their bank details, one 
woman in particular, thought that she had made a mistake not putting in her bank 
details, but she had, she did not know that ebay changed the rules, and not said 
anything at all. 

Point #3 
Ebay are callously erasing peoples auctions, with no notice what so ever, when.. 

(A) a seller writes in hislher advertisement asking for a small fee, usually $1- 
2.00, to cover or help cover, the cost of paypal fees 

(B) a seller writes in hislher advertisement, that they only accept paypal from 
overseas/intemational buyers' 

I myself have been a victim of ebay erasing 15 of my auctions with no notice, due to 
the fact that I had written in my advertisement "I can only accept paypal from 
overseas buyers'". This statement in actual fact, meant that paypal is the only form of 
payment acceptance that I can accept from overseas buyers! But ebay chose to see it 
differently, and, after deleting my 15 auctions (some with bids on them) and I might 
add, hours later, cause I noticed my auctions were all gone with no explanation, did 
they send me the reason. Which I did have a dispute with ebay about, but it was too 
late, my auctions were all gone, and they still stood by what they said, that I was not 
allowed to write that statement in my advertisement. 



This is from a company who repeatedly say that they are only a platform for sellers to 
sell. Yet have no qualms about entering into a sellers advertisement and erasing it 
totally. 

Point #4 
Paypal fees: paypal are charging sellers fees on buyers postage amounts. Sometimes I 
have, on one item alone, a postage (shipping) cost of $100.00 or there abouts, this is 
usually on an item being shipped overseas. But, Paypal charge me on the buyers 
shipping cost. I am forbidden by ebaylpaypal to ask for extra money to cover or help 
cover the cost in fees on shippinglpostage amounts alone. 

A seller is forbidden to ask a buyer to go halves in paypal fees. Both are using it, both 
should pay for it. Both should have a choice as to whether or not they accept it or not. 

Ebaylpaypal underhandedly and knowingly, coaxes the buyer to use paypal, alluding 
to instantaneity and stating it was free to use, whilst hitting the seller with high fees 
for accepting it whilst at the same time, are enforcing it. They are using every 
underhanded advertising trick in the book. They are deceiving the Australian public. 

Ebay owning paypal are using unfair business practices, by charging the seller twice. 
It could be stated that there are two services being used, but when one service is being 
forced to be used when using the other, this is very unfair. It is also wrong and unfair 
when ebay have the power to hide sellers bank details, causing buyers to give up 
easily when trying to pay using Australian tried and true payment methods, to simply 
use paypal. 

Point#5 
Paypal have been bribing people with money, to accept paypal. They offered me 
$100.00 to have paypal in each of my listings. They offer buyers, PROBABLY 
GLEENING THEIR EMAIL ADDRESS FROM EBAY, money to sign up to paypal. 
I am presuming that they used this bribing tactic to pump up the amount of people 
having a paypal account for the likes of infiltrating a country, saying that people like 
what they have to offer, proving it with figures pumped up from bribes.. 

Funny how they, ebay and paypal can interact when they want to, but for any other 
discrepancy, when suitable, they are two separate entities. 

Point #6 
I have been fortunate enough, not to have had a chargeback from paypal. But have 
heard lots and lots of stories of sellers being caught out, losing their goods, and, the 
money sent to them for the goods. 
Paypal have an unreasonable set of guidelines, if a buyer does not receive their goods, 
and the seller, having a docket from Australia Post, which is proof of postage, is not 
accepted as proof of postage by paypal. There is nothing wrong with Australia's 
Australia Post proof of postage docket. 
The seller should not be held liable, if the seller has offered registered insurance to the 
buyer, and the buyer does not accept it, and then the parcel is lost in the delivery 
process. The seller cannot do a dang thing. This is unfair business practice on the part 
of paypal holding the seller to ransom, in case of a lost parcel in the postagelshipping 



process. Of which the seller has handed over trust as well as cash, for the safe delivery 
of the parcel to another in exchange for a docket, proof of parcel having been sent. 
That is as far as it should go with the seller. Of course though, the seller would help as 
much as possible in helping to find the parcel with all relevant information. But not 
held responsible after having obtained and kept as proof, an Australia Post docket. 

Point #7 
Gleened this out of "A message from our lawyers" on the paypal fee page on 
ebay. Link: http://pages.ebay.com.au/useprotection/fees.html 

""eBay and PayPal are not acting as your agents, are not providing 
personal financial advice to you and do not take your individual 
circumstances into account in providing information about PayPal. "" 

I thought they were advising us at every chance they got, to use paypal!!! 

Conclusion: 
Sellers want the freedom to choose what payment method they want to accept, and 
buyers want the fieedom to choose what payment method they choose to send. 

Would also like, if we HAVE to accept paypal along with other payment choices, a 
fair representation of all payment choices, ebay not hiding all other payment options, 
apart from paypal, as is happening now. 

A crucial point also is that sellers want to be able to say that they will accept paypal 
from international buyers and not HAVE to accept it from national buyers if we don't 
want to. 

We also want, seeing as it takes two parties to use paypal, that each pays half of the 
cost in fees. Both are using it, both should halve the cost. 

Paypal have brought onto the ebay platform, distrust. Before, people were happy and 
had trust. 
Paypal are an ugly company. They bring greed, lies and distrust to Australia. They 
bring disrespect and down the good name of other companies, making them all out to 
be unsafe. They bring a propaganda war. 
The paypal company was good in its place, but now we see what they have been 
doing to force themselves onto an unsuspecting Australian public. Not good for 
Australia! 

Thankyou for your time. 
I am happy for the ACCC to publish my submission and my name, but NOT my 
address, NOR m:y email address, NOR my phone number. 

Sincerely, 
Robyn Christine 



"USEABLE = being able to use the money sent to the seller, in particular the h n d s  
sent for posting 
**All "days" stated above, mean business days. 


